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Cicadas 
  

  Brood X, a group of periodical cicadas that emerge every 17 years, will tunnel out of their long dor-
mancy and, possibly, take over the area in May and June. We’re talking billions of cicadas across 15 
states. 

 

   Periodical cicadas, as they're known, spend most of their lives underground. In the spring of their 
13th or 17th year (in this case 17th), they will emerge synchronously en masse. Amorous males attract 
mates by rapidly vibrating drum like tymbals on the sides of their abdomen to produce sound. They’ll 
shed their exoskeletons, attach themselves to branches, mate and lay eggs before dying off in about six 
weeks. 

 

  The hatched nymphs then will drop off the trees and burrow underground to live for another 17 years, 
and the cycle repeats. It's a natural cycle that cicadas have followed for thousands of years. (from 
WLWT5 Cincinnati web report) 
 

   We may or may not get a chance to observe this insect phenomena this year, but maybe we can learn 
a lesson: make the most of each day … don’t wait 17 years to do something special.  Take advantage 
of today to do the Lord’s work. 
 
  But encourage one another daily, as long as it is called Today, so that none of you may be hardened 
by sin's deceitfulness. 

Hebrews 13:13 
 

 As God's fellow workers we urge you not to receive God's grace in vain. For he says, "In the time of 
my favor I heard you, and in the day of salvation I helped you." I tell you, now is the time of God's fa-
vor, now is the day of salvation. 

2 Corinthians 6:1,2 
 

 Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that 
you have. 

1 Peter 3:15 
 

Pastor Brian Truog 

Father’s Day 
 
 The first celebration of Father’s Day is thought to have been in July 1908, in Fairmont, West Virginia. 
Grace Golden Clayton suggested the special observance to her pastor after a deadly explosion in a nearby town 
killed 361 men.  
 Soon after, Sonora Smart Dodd of Spokane, Washington, wanted to show her gratitude to her father, who’d 
cared for the family after his wife died. Dodd asked her pastor to choose a June Sunday to honor all fathers, and he 
selected June 19, 1910. 
 In 1924, President Coolidge suggested that Father’s Day become a national holiday. In 1966, President 
Johnson designated the third Sunday of June to be Father’s Day. Six years later, President Nixon instituted Father’s 
Day as a national observance. 
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 Stars and stripes  
Since the early 1800s 

various groups have ob-
served a day to display the 
American flag. Presidents 
Woodrow Wilson (in 1916) 
and Calvin Coolidge (in 
1927) issued proclamations 
marking June 14 as         
National Flag Day. But it 
wasn’t until August 3, 
1949, that Congress approved June 14 as a day of 
national observance. President Harry Truman signed 
it into law. 

The American flag has changed designs more 
than any other flag in the world. In fact, the United 
States didn’t have a standardized flag until 1912! 
And even after standardization, the flag changed 
three more times with the addition of new stars     
representing new states. 
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Churches Decline with Privilege,  
Grow with Pluralism & Persecution 

 

When Christianity has the active support of the government, it 
declines.  When it faces competition from other religions, it 
grows.  When it faces persecution, it grows even more            
dramatically. 
Those are the findings of a large-scale international study 
by Nilay Saiya and Stuti Manchanda, sociologists from the    
Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.  They have  
published their research in the journal Sociology of Religion in an 
article entitled  Paradoxes of Pluralism, Privilege, and Persecu-
tion: Explaining Christian Growth and Decline Worldwide. 
Here is the abstract (my paragraphing and emphasis): 
This article examines the effect of church–state relations on rates 
of Christian population growth or decline worldwide. It makes 
the paradoxical argument that contexts of both pluralism and 
persecution do not impede Christian growth rates. 
In these environments, Christians do not have the luxury of     
becoming complacent. On one hand, pluralism means that      
Christianity must actively compete with other faith traditions in 
order to gain and maintain adherents. On the other hand,       
persecution can, paradoxically, sometimes strengthen Christianity by deepening attachments to faith and          
reinforcing solidarity among Christians. 
Rather, it is a third type of relationship—privilege, or state support for Christianity—that corresponds to the 
greatest threat to growth in Christianity. Countries where Christianity is privileged by the state encourage apathy 
and the politicization of religion, resulting in a less dynamic faith and the overall decline of Christian populations. 
We test these propositions using a cross-national, time-series analysis of a global sample of countries from 2010 
to 2020. Our findings provide support for our theory that Christianity suffers in contexts of privilege but not in 
environments of pluralism or persecution. The finding is robust to a number of model specifications and statistical 
approaches. 
Prof. Saiya discusses the research and its findings in an article for Christianity Today:  Proof That Political Privi-
lege Is Harmful for Christianity.  He shows how churches, along with adherence to Christianity, are declining the 
most in countries whose governments give them special privileges.  This is evident in the state churches of West-
ern Europe, but also in the Catholic and Orthodox nations of Eastern Europe and Russia, where governments are 
aggressively courting church support. 
Conversely, Christianity is growing fastest today in Asia and Africa, where religious pluralism is highest.  Prof. 
Saiya invokes free market economics in citing how competition in religion, as in business, makes for dynamism 
and success.  But I would argue that it is also true that, among religions, Christianity often has the strongest       
appeal.  I would also call attention to another corollary of the free marketplace principle, that just as government 
involvement tends to be a “dead hand” that harms economic growth, it also inhibits church growth. 
When the government becomes identified with the religion, the religion becomes discredited.  Evidently, no one 
much likes their government.  According to Prof. Saiya, this also applies to religions getting involved with their 
governments, as in evangelicals becoming discredited in the United States because of their support for Donald 
Trump, though, as I have posted, that is a  misleading account of the data.  A religion’s support of a government is 
not the same thing as the government’s support of a religion. 
But when the government opposes Christianity, the church really grows.  The article gives empirical data to sup-
port Tertullian’s observation that “the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church.”  Iran has been ranked as one 
of the worst nations in the world to be a Christian, such is the “extreme” level of persecution that is taking place 
there.  And yet, its underground church is one of the fastest growing in the world.  An even worst place to be a 
Christian, according to one finding, is Afghanistan, where the church is also growing in leaps and bounds, as it has 
long been doing in China, despite all its anti-religious measures. 

(Continued on page 5) 

https://www.patheos.com/blogs/geneveith/2021/05/churches-decline-with-privilege-grow-with-pluralism-persecution/
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/geneveith/2021/05/churches-decline-with-privilege-grow-with-pluralism-persecution/
https://academic.oup.com/socrel/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/socrel/srab006/6213975
https://academic.oup.com/socrel/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/socrel/srab006/6213975
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2021/may-web-only/christian-persecution-political-privilege-growth-decline.html
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2021/may-web-only/christian-persecution-political-privilege-growth-decline.html
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/geneveith/2021/04/no-religious-conservatives-didnt-cause-church-membership-decline/
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This research goes against the conventional wisdom and against the political theories of some conservative  
thinkers.  Cameron Hilditch in National Review discusses how this research  works against the claims of the      
Integralists, the mostly Catholic theorists who advocate the union of church and state and who are applauding the 
nations working towards that end, such as Hungary.  And yet Hungary is one of those nations where Christianity 
is declining the most. 
The bottom line for American evangelicals and conservative Christians, given their current exile from the halls of 
power, the current government’s hostility to its moral and cultural teachings, and the growing prominence of    
non-Christian religions:  Get ready for a resurgence of church growth! 

Image by Prawny from Pixabay  

(Continued from page 4) 

 COMPASS REPORT  
COS FINANCE COMMITTEE RESPONSE  

The Mid-South COMPASS team issued their report and offered Recommendations for various COS committee’s review 
and action. The Finance Committee is looking at their four major recommendations with a plan to review each, one at a time, at 
the monthly meetings. So far the committee has reviewed the Funded Depreciation (CapEx) Recommendation and decided to 
remain at the current goal ($80,000), funded by an annual budget item of $10,000. This has received Council approval. The 
May Finance meeting will address the Designated and Restricted accounts recommendation by reviewing an updated policy 
presented by a team solicited for this specific task. The Finance Committee will soon begin a review of relevant policies to 
ensure they are current and approved and fully documented in line with COS policy format. We appreciate the time, work and 
report from the COMPASS team! 

ABC Buddy Bench 
 For many months, members have been bringing in plastic bottle caps in response to a project  
sponsored by the Kiwanis Club of Tellico Village.  Our church further contributed to the project by  
sponsoring a bench for Lenoir City Elementary School. 
 This paid off on Friday, May 14th when a bench was delivered and dedicated to the school.  
Below is a picture of Pastor Brian with school principal Don Maloney and some excited students enjoying 
the bench. 
 I want to thank all of you who have faithfully filled the basket in the CMC lobby with bottle caps. 
The project is not over, however. The Kiwanis club wants to place a bench in all the schools in the Lenoir 
City and Loudon County schools. So, please, continue to bring your bottle caps. 

https://www.nationalreview.com/2021/05/new-study-suggests-state-support-weakens-christianity/
https://pixabay.com/users/prawny-162579/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1316176
https://pixabay.com/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=1316176
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Paul’s Letters: Romans 
 

In around 57 AD, from Corinth, Paul writes to the church in Rome, a  church he has never set foot in. 
There are several different theories as how the church was founded. 

 

Romans is a difficult book to understand. Barclay’s commentary suggests we look at it in four parts: 
Chapters 1 thru 8 deal with the problem of righteousness. 
Chapters 9 thru 11 deal with the problem of the Jews, or “the chosen people”. 
Chapters 12 thru 15 deal with the practical questions of life and living. 
Chapter 16 is a letter of introduction for Phoebe and a list of personal greetings.  

 
Chapter 1 thru 8: 

Paul’s problem with the Jews is not that “they were God’s chosen people” but when His Son Jesus 
Christ came into the world, they rejected him. This was hard for Paul to deal with. Paul describes him-
self as called to be an Apostle. 
 

Chapter 2 is about our Responsibility of Privilege. It also talks about “The Unwritten Law” and the 
Real Jews. Paul is telling them “you are a special people; therefore you must live a special life.” He 
continues to talk about faith in this way, “If you want to see faith, look at Abraham.” In Barclay’s 
commentary we find, “The basic thought of the Jews was that as human beings, we must earn God’s 
favor. The basic thought of Christianity is that all we can do is to take God at his word and everything 
on faith that his promises are true” 
 

In Chapter 8, two verses, numbers 17 and 31, stand out to me. In verse 31 we find “If God is for us 
who can be against us.”  

 
Chapter 9 thru 11:  Jews as a chosen people. 

Barclay writes, “Paul could never forget that he was a Jew and he would have gladly laid down his life 
if by doing so he could bring the Jews to Jesus Christ.” Also, from Barclay we find, “The dearest thing 
in Paul’s life was the fact that nothing could separate him from the love of God in Christ Jesus, but he 
would do anything to save his own people.” 
 

There is so much more in Romans. It deserves more than just a read, but truly an in-depth study. 
 
I did find though, if you read chapter 16 after chapter 13, then read 14 and 15 it seems to flow better. 
 

This was my last book in my study of Paul’s letters. It’s been both a joy and, at times, a struggle. Here at 
the Neighborhood we are in the 24th or 25th week of a lock down, so I have had plenty of time to spend 
with Paul and our Lord. It’s been a real joy. I have acquired so much material that I would like to share it. 
I may start a class for any residents here for those that would like to take a trip with Paul and me. 
 
I must thank Pastor Brian and Pastor Mark for suggesting that I might like to read all of Paul’s letters. 
And thanks to Walt Roessler who suggested that I write something about each.  Because Walt got me into 
them, I would like you to do the same.  And if you have any negative comments, please don’t call me. 
Call Walt at (423) 884-2155.  
 
And now “May God’s peace be with you today and every day.” 

Don Whiteman 

Editor’s Note: I would like to thank Don Whiteman for his excellent series on Paul’s Letters.  Let’s hope 
he does another series. 
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Jewel’s Corner 
I am soooo happy to be able to once again  visit my friends at NHC in Farragut!  I don't know who was 
more excited, me or Nicole, Karla in the office or Jo in therapy, not to mention all the other people I got 

to visit with.  ❤ Jewel Philippians 2:3 

Library Corner 
 

IN CASE YOU DON’T KNOW! 

 

The church library has Kid’s Backpacks to check out and entertain your young 
visitors this summer.  They are filled with Christian books, games, puzzles, coloring 
books etc. and offer an opportunity to share your faith with those important kiddos. 
Backpacks are age appropriate from infant through high school. Please ask a 
librarian or call LJ at 847.921.6896.  
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